Just as hacking and phishing scams have become more sophisticated, security standards have elevated to provide greater protection to our data. Two Step Authentication via Duo software is a successful production system already in place for select critical ITS systems. The intention of this project is to extend that protection to components of BGSU’s email solutions for all affiliates. The first step of logging in, password authentication, will remain unchanged. The second step will be a confirmation via Duo on either a mobile or touchtone phone. Details of which systems to be protected will be available after the project scope is fully defined.

### Past Month’s Key Accomplishments
- Project planning completed
- Project Kick Off meeting completed
- Project scope and deliverables completed
- Started analyze and design steps

### Upcoming Milestones
- Complete Analyze, Design, & Development
- Create test scripts
- Start testing and collecting UAT signoffs from early adopters
- Start drafting communications per communications plan